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Ferner Jaccobsen 

"Quality Clothing For Men and Women"

Since 1916, Ferner Jaccobsen has been family owned and operated,

providing locals with high quality clothing for both men and women. What

sets this shop apart is the customer service, which is truly exemplary. The

clothing is classically designed and is perfect for nearly any occasion. The

are also on-site tailors to provide alterations if they are necessary.

 +47 22 86 24 00  Stortingsgata 14, Oslo
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Steen & Strom 

"Local Department Store"

Steen & Strom is a longstanding department store is Oslo that sells quality

clothing for men, women, and children. The store sells many well-known

brands, such as Hugo Boss, Ralph Lauren and Lacoste. In addition to

clothing, there is also a wide selection of items for the home, as well as a

inventory of very chic fashion accessories.

 +47 22 00 40 00  www.steenstrom.com/  info@steenogstrommagasi

n.no

 Nedre Slottsgate 8, Oslo
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Freudian Kicks 

"Modern Menswear"

Nestled in central Oslo lies a perfect shopping destination for fashionable

men. This independent shop carries all kinds of styles of clothing, from

casual streetwear to more edgy, interesting pieces and even some

dressier clothes as well. In addition to the clothing, Freudian Kicks carries

a great selection of shoes. The space itself is very modern, almost giving

off the feel of an art gallery due to the modern art tastefully displayed on

the walls.

 +47 22 42 93 00  www.freudiankicks.com/  mail@freudiankicks.com  Prinsensgate 10B, Oslo
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Ask & Embla 

"Independent Labels"

Featuring independent labels and designers, Ask & Embla embodies

progressive Scandinavian fashion for both men and women. For those

cold Norwegian winters the shop carries an extensive array of thermals,

scarves, jackets and more. The shop also features a great selection of

urban street wear. Whatever your clothing needs may be, Ask & Embla

has you covered.

 +47 915 68 083  Markveien 56B, Oslo
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